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Abstract6

This paper concerns non-isothermal flow in a thermoset resin-injection pultrusion process. Supported by tem-

perature measurements from an industrial pultrusion line and a material characterisation study (curing kinetics,

chemorheology, and permeability), the material flow was analysed for the manufacture of a thick glass-fibre

profile saturated with a pultrusion-specific polyurethane resin. A central finding is that the heating configura-

tion, together with the strongly convective flow near inlets resulted in phase transitions that were both concave

and convex-shaped. This is different from existing literature that commonly describes curing being initiated

from die-walls, resulting in the concave phase-transitions.

Keywords: Resin-injection pultrusion; non-isothermal flow; liquid composite moulding; arbitrary7

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE); polyurethane resin8

1. Introduction9

Pultrusion is a cost-effective, energy-efficient, and an increasingly popular [1] method for the manufacture10

of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite profiles [2, 3]. In conventional pultrusion processes, a layup of11

rovings (aka. tows of fibres), mats, and/or fabrics is drawn through a resin-bath (resin-bath pultrusion, RBP) or12

an impregnation chamber (resin-injection pultrusion, RIP), directly followed by a heated die [2, 4]. After the13

exit of the die, the profile is cooled and cut into desired lengths. Fig. 1 (in Sec. 2) illustrates a cut-view of a RIP14

die.15
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Nomenclature

a, b Exponents in chemorheological model

A0, Eα Pre-exp., act. energy in cure kinetics model

α Degree-of-cure (conversion) of resin

αg Degree-of-cure at gelation

αHTC Heat transfer coefficient

αpen Penalty factor

αvisc Ramping function, viscosity

C Diffusion tensor in ALE-mapping

cp Specific heat capacity

H,HT Heat flow and total heat generated

KT , k Thermal conductivity tensor and compo-
nent (w. subscripts d, f , and r, for the die,
fibres, and resin, respectively.

Ki Principal permeabilities and direction

Lc Characteristic length

µ Viscosity

µ0, Eµ Pre-exp., act. energy in chemorheological
model

m,n Exponents in cure kinetics model

n Normal vector

Pe Péclet number

Phi Power level of heater i

Π Functional

p Pressure

pin Inlet pressure

ψ Degree of anisotropy (wrt. principal perme-
abilities)

qr Superficial velocity of resin

ρ Density

R Universal gas constant

Rα Cure-rate

Ri,eq Equivalent fibre radii in permeability model

ST Source term in energy equation

T Temperature

Tamb Ambient (far-field) temperature

Tco Temperature of cooler

Ten Temperature of the impregnated profile at
die-entrance (this only applies to one exam-
ple in. Sec. 3.3.1.)

Thi Set-temperature of heater i

Tif Start/initial temperature of fibres

Tin Inlet temperature of resin

Upull Profile-advancing pulling speed

uf Real velocity, fibres

ur Real velocity, resin

Vf Fibre volume fraction

Va Maximum available fibre volume fraction

Pultrusion is a closed-mould process, which makes visual inspections and experimental measurements diffi-16

cult or impossible to conduct. This confinement means that the implications and sensitivities of different process17

parameters are often unknown or not fully understood. Computer simulation is thus essential as a tool because18

it enables engineers and researchers to study the material flow inside the closed mould.19

1.1. State-of-the-art20

Simulation methods have received a considerable amount of research interest over the years due to its sig-21

nificance in the design and optimisation of pultrusion processes. Han et al. [5] (1986) and Han and Chin [6]22

(1988) were among the first to introduce numerical modelling of the pultrusion process. In their work, they23
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used the finite difference method to investigate the coupled thermal and autocatalytic curing kinetics to predict24

heat-transfer and resin conversion (degree-of-cure) of epoxy and polyester resins in an RBP process. These25

early approaches were subsequently expanded to thermoplastics by Lee et al. [7] and Astroem and Pipes [8],26

and supported by experimental studies in [9, 10]. Authors have later revisited these methodologies in papers27

with application of finite element [11] and control volume finite difference methods [12, 13]. In recent years,28

researchers have studied other effects that are closely related to the thermal and cure histories. These include29

process-induced residual stresses and shape distortions (Baran et al. [14, 15]) as well as the thermal contact to30

the pultrusion die (Baran et al. [16]).31

Introduced after the RBP process, the first experimental observations of RIP concepts were reported in32

early papers by Dubé et al. [17] (1995) and Cho et al. [18] (1996). Although several researchers have been33

able to study the impregnation step isolated [19–23], some early efforts were focused on multi-physical models34

describing both the impregnation flow, heat-transfer, and cure. For example, Gorthala et al. [24], Ding et al.35

[25], and Sas et al. [26] developed models wherein the simulation domain was split in two. In the first part36

of the simulation domain, intended to represent the impregnation chamber, an isothermal filling simulation37

was conducted to calculate the needed injection pressure to saturate the full cross section of the profile with38

resin. The second part started some distance away from the resin-inlet, at which the profile was considered39

fully saturated. At this location, the resin was set to move along the fibre material, which meant that the already40

established methodologies for RBP could be applied for the subsequent thermal-cure simulation. It is also worth41

mentioning that the work by Sas et al. [26] included a material characterisation study of the profile’s glass fibre42

reinforcement and polyester resin system, and the simulation results were supported by in-line experimental43

temperature measurements using thermocouples and a thermal camera.44

Other researchers used different approaches, not relying on the assumption that impregnation, heat transfer,45

and cure always were isolated events that took place at seperate locations. Kommu et al. [27] and Mustafa46

et al. [28] were the first to develop such coupled simulations. In their work, an isothermal filling simulation47

was conducted to find the appropriate balance between inlet pressure and pulling speed that achieved com-48

plete impregnation of the entire domain (i.e. the flow front completely occupied the entrance of the pultrusion49

die). Subsequently, a non-isothermal analysis was conducted in the fully saturated domain, assuming that the50
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flow front was fixed at the entrance to the die. In more recent research, Babeau et al. [29] have presented an51

experimentally validated model for simulating dual-phase, non-isothermal flow in a thermoplastic RIP process.52

1.2. Scope and overview53

As outlined in the previous section, research into numerical modelling of pultrusion processes has received54

great interest over the years. Being a newer and more complicated process, research concerning RIP processes55

is not as well established as RBP. This deficiency is reflected by the limitations, assumptions, and limited exper-56

imental evidence in the current literature, which is even more apparent for thermoset RIP processes. The scope57

of this paper is to bridge this gap by introducing a new numerical framework for simulating non-isothermal58

material flow in a thermoset RIP process. As opposed to the existing literature, this framework does not rely59

on any inherent decoupling of resin flow, heat-transfer and cure, and we support our findings by a material60

characterisation study as well as experimental in-line temperature measurements.61

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the numerical framework is presented.62

In addition, an industrial pultrusion line representing the case study and the experimental work is described.63

Section 3 presents and discusses results from the numerical framework as well as temperature measurements64

from the industrial pultrusion line. Section 4 summarises the conclusions of the paper. In addition, three65

sections are included as appendices to the main text. The first appendix details a material characterisation study66

that was conducted in relation to this work (curing kinetics, chemorheology, and permeability). In the two last67

appendices, special boundary conditions for modelling the flow front and heater units are derived.68

2. Method69

2.1. Case study70

In this paper, the case study concerned pultrusion of a thick (80×80mm2) square profile using a RIP process.71

The layup of the profile consisted of approximately 700 TEX 10,000 glass fibre rovings that were saturated with72

a pultrusion-specific polyurethane thermoset resin. The simulation model was composed of the dry fibres, the73

impregnated fibres, and the pultrusion die. Fig. 1 illustrates a cut-view of the simulation model and Table 1 lists74

the different physics applied in the model.75
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[Figure 1 and Table 1 around here.]

The fibre material entered the simulation model from the left of the domain (cf. Fig. 1). The pultrusion die76

was 1.8 m long with a wall thickness of 40 mm. This reflects the typical length of a long pultrusion die [2]. Inside77

the pultrusion die, the resin was injected at an over-pressure and distributed around the entire circumference of78

the profile through a 30 mm wide channel located 300 mm from the entrance to the die. The first 20% of the die79

was cooled to limit curing in the resin backflow. Of the remaining part of the die, 80% was heated to promote80

curing. The simulation domain started one meter before the entrance to the pultrusion die and ended two meters81

after the exit. Thereby, the model considered pre-cooling of the dry fibre stack as well as post-curing during82

convective cooling to the ambient surroundings. Table 2 lists relevant process conditions, material properties, as83

well as the result of the material characterisation study (detailed in Appendix A). We elaborate on the different84

physics, boundary conditions, and the numerical framework in the subsequent subsections.85

[Table 2 around here.]

2.2. Governing equations and numerical framework86

In the following subsections, we derive the governing equations for the numerical framework. The frame-87

work was based on the Eulerian approach, in which the origo of the spatial coordinate system was fixed to the88

centre of the entrance to the pultrusion die.89

2.2.1. Energy equation90

The energy equation accounting for heat-transfer was solved similarly to established literature in the field91

[27, 28, 30]. This approach meant that the heat-transfer equations took the form of a special convection-92

diffusion-reaction type of problem (steady state), where the convective term was split into contributions from93

the resin and fibres:94

∇ · (−KTd∇T ) = 0 (1a)

∇ · (−KTf∇T ) +
(
Vfρfcpfuf

)
· ∇T = 0 (1b)

∇ ·
(
−KT (f+r)∇T

)
+
(
(1− Vf )ρrcprur + Vfρfcpfuf

)
· ∇T = ST (1c)
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where Eq. (1a) denotes the energy equation for the pultrusion die, Eq. (1b) applies to the dry part of the profile,95

and (1c) to the saturated part. Throughout the paper, bold, lower-case letters are vectors and bold, upper-case96

letters are matrices. In Eq. (1), T is the temperature, ρ is the density, and cp is the specific heat capacity. This97

equation was coupled to the resin pressure gradient through the resin velocity, ur. Subscripts, d,f , and r, refers98

to die, fibres, and resin, respectively. The governing equations for the impregnation flow will be described in99

Sec. 2.2.3. In Eq. (1), the resin and fibre material were considered incompressible, and since there was no taper100

on the pultrusion die, we assumed the fibre volume fraction to remain constant throughout the process. In Eq.101

(1c), ST is the volumetric source term accounting for the energy released during the exothermic reaction of the102

resin:103

ST = (1− Vf )ρrHTRα (2)

where HT is the total heat generated through the reaction. A typical autocatalytic cure kinetic equation with an104

Arrhenius-type temperature dependence described the cure-rate, Rα = dα/dt , of the resin system:105

Rα = A0exp
(
−Ea
RT

)
αm (1− α)

n (3)

where m and n are the reaction orders, A0 is a pre-exponential factor, and Ea is the activation energy. These106

values were determined using DSC scans, see Appendix A.1. Finally, R is the universal gas constant.107

Thermal conductivities, k, populated the diagonal of the thermal conductivity tensor, KT (Eq. (1)), and108

off-diagonal terms were set to zero. For the impregnated fibres, for example, the diagonal became:109

KT (f+r)(1,1) = (1− Vf )kr + Vfkf , KT (f+r)(2,2) = KT (3,3) =
krkf

Vfkf + (1− Vf )kr
(4)

Eq. (1) can be non-dimensionalised using the Péclet number, Pe, that measures the magnitude of convection110

compared to diffusion. Adapting Pantaleão et al. [31]’s approach, we estimate an axial Péclet number using the111

relation:112

Pe =

(
((1− Vf )ρrcpr|ur|+ Vfρfcpf |uf |

)
· Lc

KT (f+r)(1,1)
(5)

where Lc is the characteristic length that in this case corresponds to half of the profile’s thickness. Using the113

material data in the case study (Sec. 2.1), a Péclet number of Pe ≈ 400 was obtained away from the inlet (where114

|ur| = |uf | = Upull), which indicated a strongly convective flow [31].115
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For the solution of Eq. (1), appropriate boundary conditions were enforced. At the resin inlet, the tem-116

perature was set equal to the inlet temperature of the resin, T = Tin. At the cooled section of the die (cf.117

Fig. 1), the temperature was set to T = Tco. At the entrance to the simulation domain, the temperature of118

the profile was set to the start temperature of the fibres T = Tif . At symmetry planes, an adiabatic condition119

was applied (−n · (−KT∇T ) = 0) and convective cooling was considered towards the ambient surroundings120

through Newton’s law of cooling: −n · (−KT∇T ) = αHTC(Tamb − T ). In the latter condition, Tamb is the121

ambient (far-field) temperature, and αHTC is the heat-transfer coefficient. Lastly, on heated surfaces of the die,122

the power level of the heater units was enforced as a heat flux, −n · (−KT∇T ) = Phi .123

The power level of the individual heaters, Phi
, was in the pultrusion line regulated with controllers that124

adjust the power to reach a target temperature of a sensor. In the current setup, sensors were located 15 mm125

below each heater unit. In the simulation model, these power levels posed an extra set of unknowns which were126

solved for by the usage of Lagrange multipliers, see Appendix B.127

2.2.2. Species equation128

In contrary to the energy equation, Eq. (1), the species equation was purely convective with the addition of129

a source term. The convective term describes how the velocity field of the resin transports the species (i.e. the130

degree-of-cure), and the source term holds the cure-rate:131

ur · ∇α = Rα (6)

In Eq. (6), the fibre volume fraction was considered to remain constant throughout the process. For the solution132

of the species equation, the degree-of-cure at the resin inlet was set to α = 0.01 [-]. Elsewhere, diffusive fluxes133

were set to zero, (−n · ∇α = 0).134

2.2.3. Resin flow135

During impregnation, the resin infiltrates the fibrous material. Darcy’s law governs the resin flow, which136

describes the relationship between the fluid pressure gradient, ∇p, and the relative, real velocity between the137
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resin, ur, and fibres, uf :138

ur − uf = − 1

µ(1− Vf )
K∇p, qr = (1− Vf )ur (7)

where qr is the spatial Darcy flux (superficial velocity or volumetric discharge) of the resin, and p is the resin139

pressure. The fluid, referred to as the resin, is characterised with the dynamic viscosity, µ, while the fibre140

material is characterised with the permeability tensor, K, and the volume fraction, Vf . In the simulation model,141

the viscosity was described with the chemorheological model developed by Kim and Macosko [32]:142

µ = µ0 exp

(
Ea,M
RT

)(
αg

αg − α

)(a+bα)

(8)

where µ0 is a pre-exponential factor, Ea,M is the activation energy, a and b are exponents, and αg is the degree-143

of-cure at gelation. These values were determined in chemorheological experiments, see Appendix A.2.144

The permeability was described by Gebart [33]’s permeability model:145

K1 =
8

53

(1− Vf )3

V 2
f

R2
1,eq, K2 = K3 =

16

9π
√

6

(√
Va
Vf
− 1

) 5
2

R2
2,eq (9)

where K1 and K2 = K3 are the principal permeabilities parallel and transverse to the fibre direction, respec-146

tively, and Va is the theoretical maximum fibre packing for hexagonal stacking of cylinders Va = π/(2
√

3). The147

fibre radii, R1,eq and R2,eq were chosen as fitting parameters that were determined from radial injection tests,148

see Appendix A.3. For reference, the profile’s volume fraction of Vf = 0.44 resulted in a degree of anistropy149

of ψ = K1/K2 = 6.51 · 10−11/(1.24 · 10−11) = 5.25.150

The pressure equation was derived by enforcing mass conservation, which meant that the divergence of the151

volumetric discharge (Eq. (7)) must be balanced:152

∇ · qr = 0, ∇ ·
(

(1− Vf )uf −
1

µ
K∇p

)
= 0 (10)

The velocity and pressure equations derived in the form of Eqs. (7-10) implied that the resin was assumed to153

be slow (creeping), Newtonian and incompressible while thermal expansion/contraction of the resin and fibre154

material was neglected. Furthermore, as the resin infiltrated the fibre material, the zone behind the flow front155

was assumed to be fully saturated.156
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For the solution of Eq. (7-10), boundary conditions were imposed. At the resin inlet, the pressure was set to157

the inlet pressure p = pinlet, and at the entrance and exit of the die, the pressure was set to the ambient pressure,158

p = patm. Finally, pressure gradients normal to the die walls and symmetry planes were set to zero, n ·∇p = 0.159

2.2.4. Mesh-movement, flow-front tracker (ALE)160

The resin flow front splits the dry and saturated domains, and a special numerical scheme must handle this.161

While the Eulerian finite element/control volume method is a popular choice to simulate how the impregnated162

zone expands in liquid composite moulding processes [19–22, 34, 35], other generic, Eulerian free-surface flow163

methods such as the level-set and volume-of-fluid methods have found application in literature as well [36–39].164

In this work, however, we found the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method very suitable for modelling165

the flow front location. A benefit of the ALE method is that it establishes the ideal representation of the flow166

front by adapting the mesh to the front itself, compared to Eulerian methods that rely on resolving the flow front167

by, for example, the fraction of fluid that occupies individual cells. Furthermore, ALE can often be implemented168

by solving a variational problem (solving a set of classical PDEs), which means a general-purpose finite element169

program can accomplish this task. We refer to Donea et al. [40] for a general description of ALE methods.170

As we seek the stationary solution, the ALE method in this work consisted of finding a mesh configuration171

at which the interface will be at rest. As such, we wanted to find a mesh-mapping of the mesh displacement in172

the x1-direction,X1, where the normal velocity of the interface was zero (n·ur = 0). As this is not a traditional173

boundary condition due to the inherent coupling to the solution of the pressure and velocity fields (Eqs. (7-10)),174

it was enforced using a penalty approach, see Appendix C.175

Once the mesh displacement of the interface was found, it entered as a Dirichlet boundary condition in an176

anisotropic Laplace equation that was solved for the mesh displacement in the x1-direction, X1:177

∇ · (−C∇X1) = 0 (11)

In the profile, the diffusion coefficients in Eq. (11) were chosen such that diffusion was strong in the x1-178

direction, Cprofile = diag(103, 1, 1), while the opposite was chosen for the die, Cdie = diag(1, 103, 103).179

Thereby, the displacement of the interface propagated in the x1-direction of the profile and outwards to the180
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die. For the remaining boundary conditions, the gradient of X1 towards symmetry planes and the ambient sur-181

roundings was set to zero,−n ·(−C∇X1) = 0. Everywhere else the mesh was fixed, incl. at the resin inlet. For182

simplicity, Eq. (11) was only solved in the first one-third of the pultrusion die and profile. This simplification183

was justified as it was unrealistic to have the flow-front propagating too far down-stream in the pultrusion die.184

In addition to boundary conditions, an initial guess of the mesh configuration was needed to solve Eq. (11).185

We found that a flat surface in the x2, x3-plane approximately one-half profile width behind the inlet gave a186

good starting guess of the stationary flow front location and shape (see Fig. 2).187

[Figure 2 around here.]

2.3. Numerical framework and solution scheme188

The governing equations were solved with the continuous Galerkin finite element method using the com-189

mercial simulation software, COMSOL Multiphysics R© 5.4 [41]. The convective terms in Eqs. (1) and (6) were190

stabilised using COMSOL’s built-in streamline and crosswind diffusion schemes. The simulation domain was191

discretised using 2nd-order (quadratic) elements, with the total number of degrees-of-freedom amounting to ap-192

proximately 300,000 for the fully coupled problem. The computation times lasted between 20 and 30 minutes193

using 4 cores on a laptop (2.8 GHz, Core i7, 7700HQ). Due to a large number of unknowns, strongly coupled194

physics, as well as the nonlinearities related to the viscosity and cure-rate, we developed a special solution rou-195

tine to solve the problem in appropriate substeps and to gradually ramp up the nonlinearities. Fig. 3 illustrates196

a flow chart of this routine.197

[Figure 3 around here.]

Step 1 (cf. Fig. 3) of the routine was to solve the fluid problem decoupled from the thermal-cure problem.198

The purpose of this step was to gradually enforce the penalty constraint while developing a good initial guess of199

the flow front position, velocities, and resin pressure for the subsequent solution of the fully coupled problem in200

Step 2 (cf. Fig. 3). After completion of the initial iterations for the penalty constraint, the fully coupled problem201

was solved in Step 2. In this step, the temperature- and cure-dependent viscosity posed a strong nonlinearity, so202

it was gradually enabled by ramping up a factor, αvisc ∈ [0; 1]:203

µ = αviscµvar + (1− αvisc)µconst (12)
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where µvar is the temperature- and cure-dependent viscosity in Eq. (8) and µconst is a constant viscosity rep-204

resentative for the uncured resin at inlet temperature. Finally, µ was bound to vary four orders of magnitude,205

µ ∈ [10−1; 103], to limit ill-conditioning of the state matrices. As Fig. 3 indicates, the factor, αvisc, was in-206

creased in increments of 0.1 in Step 2. In each of these increments, we solved for all the variables (u, p,X1, T, α,207

and Phi
), and in each new increment, the solution of the previous increment was used as the initial guess.208

2.4. Experimental measurements at an industrial pultrusion line, representing the case study209

A set of experiments was conducted at an industrial pultrusion line to establish empirical evidence for the210

simulation model. These experiments consisted of temperature measurements that were conducted by passing211

thermocouples into the profile layup. The lengthwise position was identified by the point where the thermo-212

couple reached the resin flow front and inlet. From these set-points, the distance was found by correlating the213

elapsed time and profile-advancing pulling speed. The cross-sectional position of thermocouples was verified214

by inspecting cut-outs from the cured profile. The profile was drawn at three different speeds, 100% (reference215

configuration, as presented in Table 2), 110%, and 120%.216

3. Results217

3.1. Simulation results218

The stationary solutions of the pressure, temperature, and degree-of-cure fields are shown in Figs. 4-6. Fig. 4219

illustrates the full 3D solutions, Fig. 5 depicts selected cross sections, and finally, Fig. 6 shows how the pressure,220

temperature, and degree-of-cure developed at the centre and 1 mm from the edge of the profile (referred to as221

”edge”). Fig. 6 also highlights and identifies major events that occurred during the process.222

[Figures 4, 5, and 6 around here.]

3.1.1. Build-up and development of the pressure-profile in the pultrusion die223

From the entrance to the simulation domain (marked as (1) in Fig. 6(a)) to the flow front location (3), the224

profile had still not reached the flow front location. As the viscosity of air is low, there was no significant flow225

resistance to build up pressure. Consequently, the pressure remained constant at atmospheric pressure. As the226

edge of the profile reached the resin inlet (4), the pressure increased to approximately 90% of the inlet pressure.227
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Since the pressure was probed 1 mm from the edge of the profile, the pressure at this location did not reach228

the full inlet pressure. About three times the inlet width after the inlet (4), the pressure equalised throughout229

the cross section and reached a plateau-level corresponding to approximately 50% of the inlet pressure. The230

pressure gradient in this plateau-region was very small, meaning the fibres and resin attained equal velocities.231

Towards the exit of the pultrusion die (6), the pressure fell to atmospheric pressure. Since the resin in this region232

had already solidified (cf. Fig. 6(c)), this pressure gradient did not introduce any additional resin flow.233

In reality, other factors such as thermal expansion, chemical shrinkage, as well as stress relaxation related to234

the viscoelastic constitutive behaviour of the resin system contribute to the pressure and stress state inside the235

pultrusion die. Such aspects are typically analysed using a mechanical model (see e.g. Baran et al. [14, 42]), but236

that is outside the scope of this paper.237

3.1.2. Stationary solutions of temperature and degree-of-cure238

At the point where the fibre material entered the simulation domain (1), the distribution of temperature239

was homogeneous throughout the cross section (Fig. 6(b)). Towards the entrance to the pultrusion die (2), the240

temperature at the edge of the profile gradually fell due to convective cooling to the ambient surroundings.241

Since the cooling rate of the profile changes when the profile comes in contact with the pultrusion die (2), the242

edge temperature of the profile started to drop at a faster rate. When the profile reached the resin inlet (4), the243

edge temperature dropped almost instantaneously to the inlet temperature. As a combined effect of the low inlet244

temperature and the cooling of the start of the die, the degree-of-cure remained low in this region (<2%, Fig.245

6(c)). After the profile passed the inlet, the edge temperature profile rose. Since the last part of the die was246

heated, the edge of the profile reached temperatures that were close to set-points of the heaters (see markings247

Thi
in Fig. 6). The edge temperature peaked approximately two-thirds into the die (5), at which the degree-of-248

cure had reached approximately 85% (Fig. 6(c)). After exiting the pultrusion die (6), the profile was subject to249

convective cooling to the ambient surroundings until reaching the end of the simulation domain (7).250

While the edge temperature gradually fell towards the resin inlet (4), the centre temperature remained con-251

stant until reaching the resin flow front (3). Until this point, the surrounding dry fibres had insulated the profile252

centre, but a fast, almost instantaneous, increase in temperature was experienced when the profile reached the253
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flow front (Fig. 6(b)). This rise in temperature was caused by the increased thermal conductivity of the impreg-254

nated profile and the exothermic heat-generation due to resin cure (≈ 7%, Fig. 6(c)). As a result, the rise in255

temperature and degree-of-cure was initially ahead in the centre compared to the edges of the profile. Figs. 4256

and 5 confirm this trend and illustrate that curing was both initiated from the centre of the profile and walls of257

the die. The centre temperature continued to gradually increase towards the exit of the die and the end of the258

simulation domain due to continued curing.259

3.2. Experimental observations and discussions260

The measured temperature histories are compared to the simulation results in Fig. 7 and plotted against261

selected lengthwise locations for the different pulling speeds in Fig. 8.262

[Figures 7 and 8 around here.]

Clearly, the simulation model successfully captured the events described and highlighted in Fig. 6. For263

example, key events such as reaching the die entrance, flow front, resin inlet, peak temperature at the edge of264

the profile, and the die exit were all easily distinguishable from the measured thermal history. Furthermore,265

as the flow front location could be identified as it stood out in the temperature measurements, the applied inlet266

pressure did indeed fully impregnate the cross section of the profile. It is noted that two events marked as267

(∗) and (∗∗) in Fig. 7(a) appeared in the measured thermal history, but not in the simulation model. Based on268

the lengthwise location where these events took place, they are expected to be related to fibre movement. In269

particular, (∗) marks the entrance to the die at which the fibres were squeezed, and (∗∗) lies within the vicinity of270

the inlet where fibre compaction is expected to take place. Since the fibre material was considered to be rigid,271

events like these could not be captured in the simulation model.272

In Fig. 8(a), temperatures at the edge of the profile for selected lengthwise x1-locations are compared.273

The temperature in the simulation model generally fell in the range of experimentally measured temperatures,274

but at the centre of the profile, the difference between the simulation model and experimental measurements275

was higher. This deviation was also seen between individual measurements (cf. Figs. 7 and 8(b)). While the276

simulated temperature profile generally was close to the range of measured data points from the pultrusion277

line, the initial temperature rise in the centre of the profile was consistently behind. In addition, for some of278
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the experimental measurements, the temperature peaked inside the pultrusion die, whereas the temperature279

continued to rise throughout the post-cure region in the simulation model (cf. markings (6)-(7) in Fig. 6).280

There exist multiple potential sources for these deviations and variations in the numerical model, material281

characterisation study, as well as measurements from the industrial pultrusion line:282

• Two central assumptions in the numerical framework are that the fibrous material was considered rigid,283

and the heat-transfer properties of the different materials were constant. Flow-induced fibre compaction284

would promote a non-uniform fibre distribution, which could advance the temperature rise in resin-rich ar-285

eas. The heat-capacity of pultrusion-specific polyurethane resin systems typically increases with temper-286

ature [43, 44]. At low temperature, this would allow the resin to heat up at a faster rate, while decreasing287

the rate at higher temperatures due to increased heat capacity.288

• The curing kinetics of the resin determined using isothermal and dynamic DSC scans presented in Ap-289

pendix A.1 demonstrated that the polyurethane resin is highly reactive. For example, the resin reached290

more than 50% cure in less than 30 seconds at 130 ◦C. As the resin reaches more than 150 ◦C in the case291

study, the initial temperature rise may not be sufficiently characterised in the DSC experiments.292

• The high deviation between individual measurements indicates an uncontrolled factor in the experiments,293

which could be related to the pulling speed, transients effects (the process not reaching steady-state), the294

in-flow rate, or in-line peroxide mixing of the resin.295

• While the simulation model has been checked for convergence, any numerical scheme of convective296

flows is subject to numerical diffusion. Excessive numerical diffusion would, in essence, suppress a very297

localised build-up of temperature and degree-of-cure. This effect also applies to the centre of the profile,298

which would restrain the temperature rise and slow the cure-rate.299

3.3. Other remarks300

3.3.1. Inside-out, outside-in curing, and effects of energy released in the exothermic cure reaction301

Established research (for example [2]) often illustrates that the phase-transitions from liquid to gel, and from302

gel to solid, are concave and shaped similarly to the flow front. In the case study, the heated die-walls and the303
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elevated initial fibre temperature both initiated curing, which caused the profile to cure outside-in as well as the304

inside-out. As a result of this curing behaviour, the phase transitions became both convex and concave at the305

same time.306

In Fig. 9, we have conducted parameter studies that illustrate the effects of the energy released in the exother-307

mic cure reaction, HT , on heat-transfer and cure. As the figure illustrates, during the heat-up inside the die,308

the temperature and degree-of-cure near the edge of the profile remained largely unaffected by the range of HT309

investigated (∆T ≈ 20◦C, ∆α ≈ 0.05 at x1 = 1 m). Here, the heating configuration on the die dominated310

the profile temperature, and the achieved levels corresponded to the set-temperatures of the heater units (similar311

to the discussion in relation to Fig. 6). In the centre of the profile, a larger effect on the resin temperature and312

degree of cure was seen (∆T ≈ 125◦C, ∆α ≈ 0.4 at x1 = 1 m). Due to the low thermal conductivity of the313

profile, it was clear that the exothermic heat generation together with the initial temperature of the fibres are314

important factors to increase temperature and develop the inside-out cure in the centre of the profile.315

[Figure 9 around here.]

3.3.2. Importance of coupled flow-thermal-chemical analysis316

In some of the early work on modelling heat-transfer and cure in pultrusion processes (e.g. Batch and317

Macosko [9]), thermal conduction in the lengthwise x1-direction was neglected altogether. This decision was318

justified as thermal convection in the x1-direction due to the profile-advancing pulling speed was much stronger319

than thermal conduction (measured by the Péclet number). In other words, as demonstrated by e.g. [9], if320

convection is sufficiently strong, its importance outweighs thermal conduction.321

The case by Batch and Macosko [9] is an important example of a physically-justified model reduction. This322

simplification not only gives a basis for decreasing computation time, but it also limits the number of input323

values that need to come from material characterisation. Since the case study presented in this paper involved324

the coupled physics of flow, heat-transfer, and cure, the model needed extensive input data to characterise the325

process conditions and material behaviour. In Fig. 10, Table 3, and the following paragraphs, we reflect on the326

implications of simplifying the model by decoupling physics. To do this, in Table 3, we evaluated the L2- and327
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L∞-norms of the errors between the calculated and measured temperatures for different model reductions:328

Terror,L2 =

√√√√ 1

Npoints

Npoints∑
i

(Ti,exp − Ti,sim)2, Terror,L∞ = max
i
|Ti,exp − Ti,sim| (13)

To evaluate the error norms in Eq. (13), Npoints = 1000 points in the centre and near the edge of the profile329

were used. Accordingly, Ti,exp and Ti,sim refer to the measured and calculated temperatures, respectively, at330

the points.331

[Figure 10 and Table 3 around here.]

1. Assuming constant viscosity: The flow model couples to heat-transfer and cure through the resin veloc-332

ities (Eqs. (1) and (6)) as well as the temperature- and cure-depended viscosity (Eq. (7)). In addition to333

the material testing that is needed to characterise the chemorheological behaviour of the resin system, the334

non-constant viscosity introduces a strong nonlinearity to the model (Sec. 2.3). If the viscosity can be335

assumed constant, the heat-transfer and cure-analysis can be conducted in a subsequent segregated step336

to the flow analysis.337

As a constant viscosity, we chose µ = 1 Pa·s, since this reflected the viscosity of the resin system at338

the inlet temperature and at a low cure degree (Fig. 12). For this approximation, Fig. 10(a) illustrates339

that similar pressure profiles were achieved1. As the snippet in Fig. 10(a) shows, the flow front position340

remained unaffected at the edge of the profile, but it was moved 4.4 cm downstream in the centre of341

the profile. Fig. 10(b-c) demonstrates that this simplification yielded good estimates of temperature and342

degree-of-cure, as the L2 and L∞ error norms remained close to the full model (within -1.6 and 21%,343

Table 3).344

2. Omitting the calculation of resin flow: Since the studies in e.g. [24–26] successfully considered resin flow345

to be decoupled from heat-transfer and cure, it is important to investigate whether a similar assumption346

can be applied to the case study in this paper. Therefore, in this example, we considered the profile as347

fully saturated upon entering the die and the resin velocity to follow the profile-advancing pulling speed.348

1Since the viscosity was assumed constant, the pressure gradient at the die exit was set to zero, n · ∇p = 0, to achieve ur = uf .
Thereby, the pressure remained constant towards the die-exit, as opposed to the full model where it decreased to atmospheric pressure.
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Since the flow simulation now does not enter as input for the heat-transfer and cure analysis, boundary349

conditions that are the direct effect of the interaction between flow, temperature, and resin cure cannot350

be modelled. This applies to the mismatch between the initial fibre and resin temperatures, as well as351

the resin’s inlet temperature. Therefore, the temperature of the impregnated profile at the die-entrance,352

Ten, appears as a new boundary condition. Here, the inlet temperature of the resin and the initial fibre353

temperature, Ten = Tin = 25◦C and Ten = Tif = 55.5◦C, were chosen as two limiting cases, and354

a weighted average, taking the fibre volume fraction, densities, and heat capacities into account, was355

selected as an intermediate case of the two, Ten = Tavg = 43.4◦C.356

Results denoted as ”TC” in Fig. 10 demonstrates that the three cases mostly resulted in different responses357

in terms of temperature and degree-of-cure. When the edge of the profile was near the heaters of the pul-358

trusion die (after x1 = 0.8 m), all approaches yielded similar results that were good approximations of359

the experimental measurements. Between x1 = 0 and x1 = 0.8 m, however, the three approaches showed360

different results. While the convective cooling of the dry fibre material before the die-entrance and the361

temperature drop near the resin inlet were well-captured by the coupled models, these events did not ap-362

pear in the temperature history of the decoupled models. Since the through-thickness convection cannot363

be included without a flow analysis, the mechanisms that govern temperature and degree-of-cure near the364

resin inlet cannot be modelled. This was also reflected by the L2- and L∞-error norms that increased for365

all results in the decoupled cases (between 2.5 and 563.7%, see Table 3). The best decoupled approxima-366

tion was found by choosing the entrance temperature from the weighted average, Ten = Tavg = 43.4◦C,367

which was reflected by moderate increases of the L2 and L∞-error norms (between 63.5 and 82.0%).368

It is worth noticing that the discussed simplifications yielded a reduction in the computation time of ap-369

proximately 80%. However, we recommend always conducting similar analyses to justify that the process370

parameters, profile geometry, as well as the chemorheological and cure kinetic behaviour of the resin system371

allow for equivalent simplifications.372
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4. Conclusion373

This study concerned analysis of the material flow in a resin-injection pultrusion process. The scope was374

to develop and validate a state-of-the-art numerical framework for the simulation of non-isothermal flow (i.e. a375

coupled thermal-flow-chemical analysis) of a thermoset resin-injection pultrusion process.376

We summarise some key features of the numerical framework as well as findings and conclusions of the377

case study:378

• The flow, thermal, and species (degree-of-cure) equations were solved in a stationary finite element frame-379

work, and the flow front was modelled using a new arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach;380

• In-line temperature measurements from an industrial line provided the empirical evidence, validating the381

numerical framework;382

• The heating configuration, the exothermic reaction, and the strongly convective flow near inlets resulted383

in phase transitions that were both concave and convex-shaped. This curing behaviour is different from384

the established literature which commonly describes curing being initiated from die-walls, resulting in385

the concave phase-transitions;386

• The strong convection near inlets, together with the initial mismatch between the fibre and resin tem-387

peratures, underlined the importance of considering non-isothermal flow in thermoset RIP processes.388

However, for the problem at hand, we found that choosing a constant viscosity that reflected a low cure389

degree at the inlet temperature yielded a good approximation of the fully coupled model (the L2 and L∞390

error norms changed between -1.6 and 21%).391

A topic for future research could be to investigate how fibre-compaction or non-constant material properties392

affect the material flow. In addition, in-line measurements of other metrics, for example, the resin pressure or393

degree-of-cure, could provide further empirical evidence for future process models. Finally, we suggest that394

future work could consider more complex profiles, both in terms of their geometrical shape as well as the layup395

of fibre material.396
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Appendix A. Material characterisation505

This appendix summarises the material characterisation studies that were conducted in relation to the case506

study described in Sec. 2.1. In-depth analyses and discussions of the characterisation steps can be found in507

Yuksel et al. [45] (wrt. Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2) and Sandberg et al. [4] (wrt. Appendix A.3).508

Appendix A.1. Cure-kinetics509

The cure kinetics of the pultrusion-specific polyurethane resin system was characterised with DSC exper-510

iments. A Mettler Toledo DSC822e was utilised to measure the heat flow during the cure reaction. First,511

dynamic scans were performed from 25 to 200 ◦C with a heating ramp of 5, 7.5, and 10 ◦C/min. The aver-512

age total heat of reaction was measured to be 275 J/g with a standard deviation of 8.3 J/g. The cure kinetics513

parameters were fitted to isothermal measurements that were performed at 70, 90, 110, 120, and 130 ◦C. The514

degree-of-cure evolution through the tests was obtained using the relation:515

α (t) =
1

HT

∫ t

0

(
dH

dt

)
dt (A.1)

where H is the heat flow and t is time. The resin system tested in this study did not show any additional peak516

and did not exhibit any inhibition time, which meant it could be described using a typical autocatalytic cure517

kinetic equation with an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence (cf. Eq. (3)).518

Following Khoun et al. [46], the activation energy was calculated from the slope of log(Rα) at low degree-519

of-cure (α = 0.1). The remaining parameters were determined using a weighted non-linear least square re-520
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gression analysis. Table 2 summarises the parameters and Fig. 11 demonstrates the measured and fitted curing521

kinetics.522

[Figure 11 around here.]

Appendix A.2. Chemorheology523

An Anton Paar Physica MCR 501 rheometer was used to measure rheological properties of the pultrusion-524

specific polyurethane resin system. Oscillatory tests with parallel plates were conducted using �25 mm dispos-525

able aluminium plates. The cavity thickness between plates was set to 1 mm. The rheological measurements526

started from room temperature and stopped when reaching 200 ◦C or 104 Pa·s (complex viscosity). The three527

different heating ramps of 2.5, 5, and 7.5 ◦C/min used in the DSC scans were applied such the measured vis-528

cosity evolution could easily be correlated to temperature and degree-of-cure. The tests were performed at a529

constant 5% strain amplitude and 1 Hz frequency.530

To fit the chemorheological model developed by Kim and Macosko [32] (cf. Eq. (8)), the degree-of-cure at531

gelation, αg , needed to be determined. Gelation was set to occur when the storage modulus (G′) crossed the loss532

modulus (G′′), which is indicated in Fig. 12(a). The degree-of-cure at gelation was estimated to be 78.6, 77.7,533

and 75.2%, for the 2.5, 5, and 7.5 ◦C/min heating ramps, respectively. The complex viscosity measurements534

were fitted to the viscosity model (Eq.(8)) using a weighted non-linear least square regression analysis. Table 2535

summarises the parameters and Fig. 12(b) demonstrate the measured and fitted complex viscosity.536

[Figure 12 around here.]

Appendix A.3. Permeability537

Six samples of glass fibre rovings were tested in a permeability cell designed for radial impregnation tests2.538

[48]. Since this setup was designed for characterisation of fabrics and mats, the glass fibre rovings were prepared539

into a ply-like sample. This step was carried out by drawing approximately 50 rovings between two perforated540

plates and applying a small amount of a powder soluble (FILCO 661MG020, Coim) to the edges of the samples.541

A detailed description of the sample preparation method is given in Sandberg et al. [4]. The experiments were542

2Please note that this permeability cell was used in a recent benchmark exercise by May et al. [47]
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conducted at a constant injection rate and repeated for volume fractions in the interval Vf ∈ [0.32; 0.43] [-].543

Subsequently, the permeabilities were estimated from the pressure histories following Chan and Hwang [49].544

From the permeability measurements, functions were fitted using least-squares analysis based on the perme-545

ability model by Gebart [33] (Eq. (9)). Table 2 summarises the parameters and Fig. 13 depicts the experimental546

data and fitted functions.547

[Figure 13 around here.]

Appendix B. Derivation Lagrange multipliers for modelling the heater units548

The finite element solution of Eq. (1) concerns minimising a functional, ΠT , related to the temperature field.549

This functional was augmented with a term that holds a constraint equation (the current temperature vs the target550

temperature at the sensor location) and a Lagrange multiplier (the power level of the heater unit, Phi
):551

Π̃T = ΠT +

nh∑
i

Phi
(T |pi − Thi

) (B.1)

where T |pi is the probed temperature at the location of the temperature sensor and Th,i is the target temperature.552

In the case study, summation was applied for the three heaters, nh = 3 (cf. Fig. 1). It is noted when the probed553

temperature reaches the target temperature, the term holding the Lagrange multiplier vanishes. In this sense,554

when the constraint is fulfilled, nothing is added to the functional.555

At equilibrium, the functional takes a minimum value, for which the first derivate with respect to the tem-556

perature must be zero:557

δΠ̃T = δΠT +

nh∑
i

δPhi
(T |pi − Thi

) +

nh∑
i

∫
Shi

δTPhi
dS (B.2)

In Eq. (B.2) it can be seen that the Lagrange multipliers, Phi
, enters as a Neumann-type boundary (flux), which558

in essence corresponds to the heat flux or power of heater i on the surface area, Shi
.559

Appendix C. Derivation of penalty constraint for finding the stationary flow front location560

The functional to be minimised for the finite element solution of the pressure equation in Eq. (11) was561

augmented with a term that penalises violation of the target value of the normal velocity (ur ·n = 0) at the flow562
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front, SFF :563

Π̃X1 = ΠX1 + αpen

∫
SFF

(ur · n− 0)2 dS (C.1)

At equilibrium, the functional takes a mimimum value, for which the first derivate with respect to the mesh564

movement must be zero:565

δΠ̃X1 = δΠX1 + αpen

∫
SFF

2δX1(ur · n− 0) dS (C.2)

Essentially, the condition is enforced as a Neumann-type boundary condition (flux) at the flow front location.566

If the penalty factor is sufficiently large, the penalty term in Eq. (C.1) must be satisfied if the functional567

is to be minimised. However, if the penalty factor is too large, the state matrices may become ill-conditioned,568

impossible to solve, or both. To cope with this, the flow problem (Eqs. (7-10)) was in an initial step solved569

isolated in which the penalty factor was gradually increased. For each new increment, the old successive solution570

was used as an initial guess for the new increment. The maximum penalty factor was set to apen,max = 109, as571

penalty factors exceeding this value did not decrease the constraint violation (Fig. 14).572

[Figure 14 around here.]
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Saturated fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="Rdpoo/KrY9PfmETHpwLnqd+PN0o=">AAACGnicZVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tJNaBFclaQudFlw47KifUAbymR60w6dPJiZFEvon3SrH+JO3LrxO/wBJ20Q0x64cDjnXu7heDFnUtn2t7G1vbO7t186KB8eHZ+cmmfnbRklgmKLRjwSXY9I5CzElmKKYzcWSAKPY8eb3Gd+Z4pCsih8VrMY3YCMQuYzSpSWBqb5RFQiiMKh5TNPoByYVbtmL2FtEicnVcjRHJg//WFEkwBDRTmRsufYsXJTIhSjHOflfiIxJnRCRtjTNCQBSjddJp9bV1rRnyOhJ1TWUv1/kZJAylng6c2AqLFc9zLxzysX3Hg8k4zKQoBUMf19LZPy79yUhXGiMKSrSH7CLRVZWWFW8f4lyynnuiVnvZNN0q7XnJua81ivNip5XyW4hApcgwO30IAHaEILKExhAa/wZiyMd+PD+Fytbhn5zQUUYHz9AtWroXg=</latexit>

Dry fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="dEl2sgQaf/KTg0uYj72/vndpkFg=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPzW31r/qh69LC2Cp5LUgx4LevBYwf5gG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOG0LfoVR/Em3j1BXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GDcUXBvL+kYbm1vbO7ulvfL+weHRceXktKODSFHWpoEIVM8lmgkuWdtwI1gvVIz4rmBdd3qb+d1npjQP5KOJQ+b4ZCy5xykxqfR0p2LscVcxPazUrLq1AF4ndk5qkKM1rPwMRgGNfCYNFUTrvm2FxkmIMpwKNisPIs1CQqdkzPoplcRn2kkWjWf4IlVG2AtU+qTBC/V/IiG+1rHvppc+MRO96mXin1cuuOEk1pzqQoHE8PT3lU7Gu3ESLsPIMEmXlbxIYBPgbChczL9kPfUsXcle3WSddBp1+6puPzRqzWq+VwnOoQqXYMM1NOEeWtAGChLm8ApvaI7e0Qf6XJ5uoDxzBgWgr19Cv56N</latexit>

Inlet
<latexit sha1_base64="uaiwRU7pxxpuAPvp1ETloY0d+Tg=">AAACDXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0EloETyWpBz0WvOitgmkLbSib7Zd26WYTshuxhD5Dr/og3sSrz+Bz+AJu2iCmHVgYZr5hh/EizqSyrG+jtLW9s7tX3q8cHB4dn1RPzzoyTGKKDg15GPc8IpEzgY5iimMvipEEHseuN73L/O4zxpKF4knNInQDMhbMZ5QoLTkPgqMaVutWw1rC3CR2TuqQoz2s/gxGIU0CFIpyImXftiLlpiRWjHKcVwaJxIjQKRljX1NBApRuuiw7Ny+1MjL9MNZPKHOp/k+kJJByFnj6MiBqIte9TPzzKgU3mswko7JQIFVM/77WSfm3bspElCgUdFXJT7ipQjPbyCzmX7Kecq5Xstc32SSdZsO+btiPzXqrlu9VhguowRXYcAMtuIc2OECBwQJe4c1YGO/Gh/G5Oi0ZeeYcCjC+fgGE/5yN</latexit>

Solidified profile
<latexit sha1_base64="bBailpzozwIMRSDY2ZWiXs8d6DM=">AAACHHicZVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/1nr0EloET2W3HvRY8OKxov2BdinZbLYNzSZhk5WWpa/Sqz6IN/Eq+By+gNl2EbcdCAwz35BhfMmo0o7zbZV2dvf2D8qHlaPjk9Mz+7zaVSKJMelgwUTc95EijHLS0VQz0pcxQZHPSM+f3md+74XEigr+rOeSeBEacxpSjLSRRnb1STAaGIEEUMYipIyM7LrTcFaA28TNSR3kaI/sn2EgcBIRrjFDSg1cR2ovRbGmmJFFZZgoIhGeojEZGMpRRJSXrrov4JVRAhiK2Dyu4Ur9n0hRpNQ88s1lhPREbXqZ+OdVCq6czBXFqlAg1dT8vtFJh3deSrlMNOF4XSlMGNQCZpPBYn6W9VQLs5K7uck26TYb7k3DfWzWW7V8rzK4BDVwDVxwC1rgAbRBB2AwA0vwCt6spfVufVif69OSlWcuQAHW1y9w2KJR</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="X7x3Z3MPWNhfMTojlr7ayBZoMeI=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEC3osePFY0f5AG8pmu2mXbnZDdiMtoY/Qqz6IN/HqQ/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rK1VFFLWokqosOsSzQSXrGW4EawbhIz4rmAdd3Kf+p0XFmqu5LOZBczxyUhyj1NiEulpOrAH5apVs5bAm8TOSBUyNAfln/5Q0chn0lBBtO7ZVmCcmISGU8HmpX6kWUDohIxYL6GS+Ew78bLqHF8myhB7KkyeNHip/k/ExNd65rvJpU/MWK97qfjnlXJuMJ5pTnWuQGx48vtaJ+PdOTGXQWSYpKtKXiSwUThdCOfz07Snnicr2eubbJL2dc2+qdmP9Wqjku1VhAuowBXYcAsNeIAmtIDCCBbwCm9ogd7RB/pcnRZQljmHHNDXL6fNm4c=</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="HqxDRy17bmCEhm+c6x/W/krWvIE=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpSBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STtes25rjmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6lym4g=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="0v8P1b880hnfVn3NmQBl6Tq/XpY=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpiBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STt65pTrzmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6sXm4k=</latexit>

Resin flow front
<latexit sha1_base64="7NsQn6jS7TS3l1MN/UQo0oVHAQc=">AAACGnicZVDNTsJAGPyKf4h/VY9eNhATT6TFgx5JvHhEY4EEGrJdtrBhu9t0tyhpeBOu+iDejFcvPocvYAuNsTDJJpOZb7KT8ULOlLasb6O0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fmKdnbSXjiFCHSC6jrocV5UxQRzPNaTeMKA48Tjve5C7zO1MaKSbFk56F1A3wSDCfEaxTaWCaj1QxgXwun5EfSaEHZs2qW0ugTWLnpAY5WgPzpz+UJA6o0IRjpXq2FWo3wZFmhNN5pR8rGmIywSPaS6nAAVVusmw+R5epMkS+jNInNFqq/xMJDpSaBV56GWA9VuteJv55lYIbjmeKEVUokGiW/r7WSfu3bsJEGGsqyKqSH3OkJcoGQ8X8S9ZTzdOV7PVNNkm7Ubev6/ZDo9as5nuV4QKqcAU23EAT7qEFDhCYwgJe4c1YGO/Gh/G5Oi0ZeeYcCjC+fgGU3aFS</latexit>

Heaters
<latexit sha1_base64="JMmUXL+D8SB2KySZu+6Fb+APnYY=">AAACD3icZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0EloETyWpBz0WvPRYwf5AG8pmu2mXbjYh+0UMoQ/Rqz6IN/HqI/gcvoCbNohpBxaGmW/YYdxQcIWW9W2Udnb39g/Kh5Wj45PTs+r5RU8FcURZlwYiiAYuUUxwybrIUbBBGDHiu4L13flD5vefWaR4IJ8wCZnjk6nkHqcEtdRvM4LaHVfrVsNawdwmdk7qkKMzrv6MJgGNfSaRCqLU0LZCdFISIaeCLSqjWLGQ0DmZsqGmkvhMOemq7sK81srE9IJIP4nmSv2fSImvVOK7+tInOFObXib+eZWCG84SxakqFEiR6983OqF376RchjEySdeVvFiYGJjZSmYx/5L1VAu9kr25yTbpNRv2bcN+bNZbtXyvMlxBDW7AhjtoQRs60AUKc1jCK7wZS+Pd+DA+16clI89cQgHG1y8pY51x</latexit>

Cooler
<latexit sha1_base64="tRZbd0tTELT7X/RI54Jn8158kp0=">AAACDnicZVDNTsJAGPyKf4h/qEcvDcTEE2nxgEcSLh4xkZ8EGrJdvsLKdrfpbo2k4R246oN4M159BZ/DF7CFxliYZJPJzDfZybgBZ0pb1rdR2Nnd2z8oHpaOjk9Oz8rnF10lo5Bih0ouw75LFHImsKOZ5tgPQiS+y7Hnzlqp33vGUDEpHvU8QMcnE8E8RolOpG5LSo7hqFy1atYK5jaxM1KFDO1R+Wc4ljTyUWjKiVID2wq0E5NQM8pxURpGCgNCZ2SCg4QK4qNy4lXbhXmdKGPTk2HyhDZX6v9ETHyl5r6bXPpET9Wml4p/XinnBtO5YlTlCsSaJb9vdNLenRMzEUQaBV1X8iJuammmI5n5/EvaUy2SlezNTbZJt16zb2v2Q73arGR7FeEKKnADNjSgCffQhg5QeIIlvMKbsTTejQ/jc31aMLLMJeRgfP0CVw2c/w==</latexit> Pultrusion die

<latexit sha1_base64="9LmTIQctydk1WtyDO+P4y+IVSFs=">AAACFnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osePFYwf5AW8tmu2mXbjZh94tYQt+jV30Qb+LVq8/hC5i0QUw7sDDMfMMO44ZSGLTtb6uwtb2zu1fcLx0cHh2flE/P2iaINOMtFshAd11quBSKt1Cg5N1Qc+q7knfc6V3qd565NiJQjzgL+cCnYyU8wSgm0lMzkqij1CUjwYflql2zlyCbxMlIFTI0h+Wf/ihgkc8VMkmN6Tl2iIOYahRM8nmpHxkeUjalY95LqKI+N4N42XpOLhNlRLxAJ08hWar/EzH1jZn5bnLpU5yYdS8V/7xSzg0nMyOYyRWIUSS/r3VC73YQCxVGyBVbVfIiSTAg6Vgkn39Je5p5spKzvskmaddrznXNeahXG5VsryJcQAWuwIEbaMA9NKEFDDQs4BXerIX1bn1Yn6vTgpVlziEH6+sX4tKggg==</latexit>

Natural convection
<latexit sha1_base64="F/dX8wPAzHPuaH35eShc/bGIrVs=">AAACHXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r8i/boZWkRPJWkHvRY8OJJKtgfaEPZbDft0s1uyG6KIfRZetUH8SZexefwBUzaIqYdWBhmvmGH8ULOlLbtb6O0s7u3f1A+NI+OT07PrPOLjpJxRGibSC6jnocV5UzQtmaa014YURx4nHa96X3ud2c0UkyKZ52E1A3wWDCfEawzaWhVHrGOI8wRkWJGSS6aQ6tm1+0l0DZx1qQGa7SG1s9gJEkcUKEJx0r1HTvUboojzQinc3MQKxpiMsVj2s+owAFVbrosP0dXmTJCvoyyJzRaqv8TKQ6USgIvuwywnqhNLxf/PLPghpNEMaIKBVLNst83Omn/zk2ZCGNNBVlV8mOOtET5ZqiYf8l7qnm2krO5yTbpNOrOTd15atSa1fVeZbiEKlyDA7fQhAdoQRsIJLCAV3gzFsa78WF8rk5LxjpTgQKMr1/lmqKH</latexit>

Figure 1: Cut-view of the simulation model and the three domains: The dry fibres, the impregnated fibres, and the pultrusion die itself. The
setup is axissymmetric which means that cooling, heating, and injection are applied on both side and top surfaces. The profile is drawn
from left to right.

Pultrusion die
<latexit sha1_base64="9LmTIQctydk1WtyDO+P4y+IVSFs=">AAACFnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osePFYwf5AW8tmu2mXbjZh94tYQt+jV30Qb+LVq8/hC5i0QUw7sDDMfMMO44ZSGLTtb6uwtb2zu1fcLx0cHh2flE/P2iaINOMtFshAd11quBSKt1Cg5N1Qc+q7knfc6V3qd565NiJQjzgL+cCnYyU8wSgm0lMzkqij1CUjwYflql2zlyCbxMlIFTI0h+Wf/ihgkc8VMkmN6Tl2iIOYahRM8nmpHxkeUjalY95LqKI+N4N42XpOLhNlRLxAJ08hWar/EzH1jZn5bnLpU5yYdS8V/7xSzg0nMyOYyRWIUSS/r3VC73YQCxVGyBVbVfIiSTAg6Vgkn39Je5p5spKzvskmaddrznXNeahXG5VsryJcQAWuwIEbaMA9NKEFDDQs4BXerIX1bn1Yn6vTgpVlziEH6+sX4tKggg==</latexit>

Impregnated fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="8P5kksn90upmO4vBuq9yFgrg+GI=">AAACHHicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dhBbBVUnqQpcFN7qrYB/QhjKZ3rZDJ5OQmUhL6K90qx/iTtwKfoc/4KQNYtoDFw7n3Ms9HC/kTCrb/jYKO7t7+wfFw9LR8cnpmXlebssgjii2aMCDqOsRiZwJbCmmOHbDCInvcex40/vU77xgJFkgntU8RNcnY8FGjBKlpYFZfvT1/lgQhUNrxLwI5cCs2jV7BWubOBmpQobmwPzpDwMa+ygU5UTKnmOHyk1IpBjluCj1Y4khoVMyxp6mgvgo3WSVfWFdaUV/DiI9Qlkr9f9FQnwp576nN32iJnLTS8U/r5Rzw8lcMipzARLF9PeNTGp05yZMhLFCQdeRRjG3VGCllVn5+1maUy50S85mJ9ukXa85NzXnqV5tVLK+inAJFbgGB26hAQ/QhBZQmMESXuHNWBrvxofxuV4tGNnNBeRgfP0CbbGiTw==</latexit>

Dry fibres
<latexit sha1_base64="dEl2sgQaf/KTg0uYj72/vndpkFg=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPzW31r/qh69LC2Cp5LUgx4LevBYwf5gG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOG0LfoVR/Em3j1BXwOX8CkDWLagYVh5ht2GDcUXBvL+kYbm1vbO7ulvfL+weHRceXktKODSFHWpoEIVM8lmgkuWdtwI1gvVIz4rmBdd3qb+d1npjQP5KOJQ+b4ZCy5xykxqfR0p2LscVcxPazUrLq1AF4ndk5qkKM1rPwMRgGNfCYNFUTrvm2FxkmIMpwKNisPIs1CQqdkzPoplcRn2kkWjWf4IlVG2AtU+qTBC/V/IiG+1rHvppc+MRO96mXin1cuuOEk1pzqQoHE8PT3lU7Gu3ESLsPIMEmXlbxIYBPgbChczL9kPfUsXcle3WSddBp1+6puPzRqzWq+VwnOoQqXYMM1NOEeWtAGChLm8ApvaI7e0Qf6XJ5uoDxzBgWgr19Cv56N</latexit>

Inlet
<latexit sha1_base64="uaiwRU7pxxpuAPvp1ETloY0d+Tg=">AAACDXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0EloETyWpBz0WvOitgmkLbSib7Zd26WYTshuxhD5Dr/og3sSrz+Bz+AJu2iCmHVgYZr5hh/EizqSyrG+jtLW9s7tX3q8cHB4dn1RPzzoyTGKKDg15GPc8IpEzgY5iimMvipEEHseuN73L/O4zxpKF4knNInQDMhbMZ5QoLTkPgqMaVutWw1rC3CR2TuqQoz2s/gxGIU0CFIpyImXftiLlpiRWjHKcVwaJxIjQKRljX1NBApRuuiw7Ny+1MjL9MNZPKHOp/k+kJJByFnj6MiBqIte9TPzzKgU3mswko7JQIFVM/77WSfm3bspElCgUdFXJT7ipQjPbyCzmX7Kecq5Xstc32SSdZsO+btiPzXqrlu9VhguowRXYcAMtuIc2OECBwQJe4c1YGO/Gh/G5Oi0ZeeYcCjC+fgGE/5yN</latexit>

(a) Initial mesh configuration
<latexit sha1_base64="UDitfTmEMj19TC84kKVa78uhMV8=">AAACKXicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZcuHFqEuilJXeiy4EZ3FewD2lAm00k7dDITMhOxhC79mm71Q9ypWz/BHzBpg5j2wMDhnHu5Z44bcKa0ZX0ahY3Nre2d4m5pb//g8Mg8PmkrGYWEtojkMuy6WFHOBG1ppjntBiHFvstpx53cpn7niYaKSfGopwF1fDwSzGME60QamOdVfInuBdMMc+RTNUZECo+NonAxgAZmxapZC6B1YmekAhmaA/OnP5Qk8qnQhGOlerYVaCfGoWaE01mpHykaYDLBI9pLqMDJUSdefGSGLhJliDwZJk9otFD/b8TYV2rqu8mkj/VYrXqp+OeVcm4wnipGVC5ArFlyfSWT9m6cmIkg0lSQZSQv4khLlPaH8vvPaU41S1qyVztZJ+16zb6q2Q/1SqOc9VWEMyhDFWy4hgbcQRNaQOAF5vAKb8bceDc+jK/laMHIdk4hB+P7F2z1puc=</latexit>

(b) Mesh configuration at steady state
<latexit sha1_base64="YGHV4ItI/s5VyWdMwJJaSh3cGDE=">AAACMHicZVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4tSNyWpC10W3LgRKtgHtKFMpjft0GQSMjdiCP0Dv6Zb/RBdiVu3/oBJG8S2F4Y5nHMPc+bYgSsUGsaHVtjY3NreKe6W9vYPDo/045O28qOQQ4v7rh92babAFRJaKNCFbhAC82wXOvbkNtM7TxAq4ctHjAOwPDaSwhGcYUoN9IuqfUnvQY0p96UjRlE4FyhDqhDYME4vhjDQK0bNmA9dB2YOKiSf5kD/6Q99HnkgkbtMqZ5pBGglLETBXZiW+pGCgPEJG0EvhZJ5oKxk/p8pPU+ZIXX8MD0S6Zz970iYp1Ts2emmx3CsVrWM/NNKS2owjpXgailAgiJ9fSUTOjdWImQQIUi+iORELkWfZjXSZf9zllNN05bM1U7WQbteM69q5kO90ijnfRXJGSmTKjHJNWmQO9IkLcLJC5mRV/KmzbR37VP7WqwWtNxzSpZG+/4FP9Kp5A==</latexit>

Flow front
<latexit sha1_base64="CLfvXzk5Xrr2U1DEDAx6ckhbEkI=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osCOKxgv3BNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y1aQt+iV30Qb+LVF/A5fAGTNohpBxaGmW/YYbyQM21s+9sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aWkSK0RSSXquthTTkTtGWY4bQbKooDj9OON7lJ/c4TVZpJ8WCmIXUDPBLMZwSbRHq85fIZ+UoKMyhX7Zq9AFonTkaqkKE5KP/0h5JEARWGcKx1z7FD48ZYGUY4nZX6kaYhJhM8or2EChxQ7caLxjN0nihD5EuVPGHQQv2fiHGg9TTwkssAm7Fe9VLxzyvl3HA81YzoXIHYsOT3lU7Gv3ZjJsLIUEGWlfyIIyNROhTK51/SnnqWrOSsbrJO2vWac1lz7uvVRiXbqwhnUIELcOAKGnAHTWgBAQFzeIU3a269Wx/W5/K0YGWZU8jB+voFaQGepA==</latexit>

(dry fibres are hidden)
<latexit sha1_base64="cXkhRgDrZznPcGL58Ax3dV4FrfU=">AAACIXicZVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXboYWoW5KUhe6LLhxWcE+oA1lMrlphyaTMDMRQ8jXdKsf4k7ciZ/hD5i0QUx7YOBwzr3cM8cOPSaVYXxpla3tnd296n7t4PDo+EQ/PevLIBIUejTwAjG0iQSPcegppjwYhgKIb3swsOf3uT94BiFZwJ9UHILlkylnLqNEZdJEv2g6IsYuswVITATgGXMc4NcTvWG0jCXwJjEL0kAFuhP9Z+wENPKBK+oRKUemESorIUIx6kFaG0cSQkLnZAqjjHLig7SS5QdSfJUpDnYDkT2u8FL9v5EQX8rYt7NJn6iZXPdy8c+rldxwFktGZSlAolh2fS2Tcu+shPEwUsDpKpIbeVgFOO8Nl/df8pwyzVoy1zvZJP12y7xpmY/tRqde9FVFl6iOmshEt6iDHlAX9RBFKVqgV/SmLbR37UP7XI1WtGLnHJWgff8CC76jlQ==</latexit>

(initial guess)
<latexit sha1_base64="0tQh5GYKKiM2ZFDaGUcfV3z52Xs=">AAACGXicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9adSjl6VFqJeS1IMeC148VrA/0Iay2W7apZtNyLcRS+iT9KoP4k28evI5fAGTtohpBxaGmW/YYdxQCtSW9W0Udnb39g+Kh6Wj45PTsnl23sEgjhhvs0AGUc+lyKVQvK2FlrwXRpz6ruRdd3qf+d1nHqEI1JOehdzx6VgJTzCqU2lolmtCCS2oJOOYI14PzapVt5Yg28Rekyqs0RqaP4NRwGKfK80kRezbVqidhEZaMMnnpUGMPKRsSse8n1JFfY5Osiw+J1epMiJeEKVPabJU/ycS6iPOfDe99Kme4KaXiX9eKeeGkxkKhrkCiRbp7xudtHfnJEKFseaKrSp5sSQ6INleJJ9/yXriPF3J3txkm3Qadfumbj82qs3Keq8iXEIFamDDLTThAVrQBgYxLOAV3oyF8W58GJ+r04KxzlxADsbXL2I+oKg=</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="X7x3Z3MPWNhfMTojlr7ayBZoMeI=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEC3osePFY0f5AG8pmu2mXbnZDdiMtoY/Qqz6IN/HqQ/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rK1VFFLWokqosOsSzQSXrGW4EawbhIz4rmAdd3Kf+p0XFmqu5LOZBczxyUhyj1NiEulpOrAH5apVs5bAm8TOSBUyNAfln/5Q0chn0lBBtO7ZVmCcmISGU8HmpX6kWUDohIxYL6GS+Ew78bLqHF8myhB7KkyeNHip/k/ExNd65rvJpU/MWK97qfjnlXJuMJ5pTnWuQGx48vtaJ+PdOTGXQWSYpKtKXiSwUThdCOfz07Snnicr2eubbJL2dc2+qdmP9Wqjku1VhAuowBXYcAsNeIAmtIDCCBbwCm9ogd7RB/pcnRZQljmHHNDXL6fNm4c=</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="HqxDRy17bmCEhm+c6x/W/krWvIE=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpSBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STtes25rjmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6lym4g=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="0v8P1b880hnfVn3NmQBl6Tq/XpY=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpiBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STt65pTrzmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6sXm4k=</latexit>

Figure 2: An example of how the initial mesh configuration (a) adapts to the flow front (b).
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the solution strategy. First, the pressure and velocity field, together with the deformed mesh configuration, are found
by gradually increasing the penalty factor, αpen (cf. Appendix C). Subsequently, the fully coupled model is solved while continuously
ramping up the temperature- and cure-dependent viscosity, αvisc (cf. Eq. 12) that posed a strong nonlinearity.
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<latexit sha1_base64="CLfvXzk5Xrr2U1DEDAx6ckhbEkI=">AAACEnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osCOKxgv3BNpTNdtMu3eyG3Y1aQt+iV30Qb+LVF/A5fAGTNohpBxaGmW/YYbyQM21s+9sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aWkSK0RSSXquthTTkTtGWY4bQbKooDj9OON7lJ/c4TVZpJ8WCmIXUDPBLMZwSbRHq85fIZ+UoKMyhX7Zq9AFonTkaqkKE5KP/0h5JEARWGcKx1z7FD48ZYGUY4nZX6kaYhJhM8or2EChxQ7caLxjN0nihD5EuVPGHQQv2fiHGg9TTwkssAm7Fe9VLxzyvl3HA81YzoXIHYsOT3lU7Gv3ZjJsLIUEGWlfyIIyNROhTK51/SnnqWrOSsbrJO2vWac1lz7uvVRiXbqwhnUIELcOAKGnAHTWgBAQFzeIU3a269Wx/W5/K0YGWZU8jB+voFaQGepA==</latexit>

Resin inlet
<latexit sha1_base64="9r/z7qnAhLkV7whNL5pxmt1kyCM=">AAACE3icZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osePFYxf5AG8pm+7VdutkN2Y1YQh+jV30Qb+LVB/A5fAGTNohpBxaGmW/YYbxAcG1s+9sqbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs7ZWUciwxZRQYdejGgWX2DLcCOwGIVLfE9jxpnep33nGUHMln8wsQNenY8lHnFGTSL1H1FwSLgWaQblq1+wlyCZxMlKFDM1B+ac/VCzyURomqNY9xw6MG9PQcCZwXupHGgPKpnSMvYRK6qN242XlOblMlCEZqTB50pCl+j8RU1/rme8llz41E73upeKfV8q5wWSmOdO5ArHhye9rnczo1o25DCKDkq0qjSJBjCLpUiSff0l76nmykrO+ySZp12vOdc15qFcblWyvIlxABa7AgRtowD00oQUMFCzgFd6shfVufVifq9OClWXOIQfr6xcph58K</latexit>

Pultrusion die
<latexit sha1_base64="9LmTIQctydk1WtyDO+P4y+IVSFs=">AAACFnicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD3osePFYwf5AW8tmu2mXbjZh94tYQt+jV30Qb+LVq8/hC5i0QUw7sDDMfMMO44ZSGLTtb6uwtb2zu1fcLx0cHh2flE/P2iaINOMtFshAd11quBSKt1Cg5N1Qc+q7knfc6V3qd565NiJQjzgL+cCnYyU8wSgm0lMzkqij1CUjwYflql2zlyCbxMlIFTI0h+Wf/ihgkc8VMkmN6Tl2iIOYahRM8nmpHxkeUjalY95LqKI+N4N42XpOLhNlRLxAJ08hWar/EzH1jZn5bnLpU5yYdS8V/7xSzg0nMyOYyRWIUSS/r3VC73YQCxVGyBVbVfIiSTAg6Vgkn39Je5p5spKzvskmaddrznXNeahXG5VsryJcQAWuwIEbaMA9NKEFDDQs4BXerIX1bn1Yn6vTgpVlziEH6+sX4tKggg==</latexit>

Die entrance
<latexit sha1_base64="B38w+LASBD4pth496YaPIP4Jk5o=">AAACFHicZVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduQovgqiR1ocuCLlxWsA9oQ5lMb9uhk8mQmYgl9De61Q9xJ27d+x3+gJM2iGkPDBzOuffO4fiSM6Ud59sqbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs7YK44hii4Y8jLo+UciZwJZmmmNXRkgCn2PHn96lfucZI8VC8aRnEr2AjAUbMUq0kfr3DG0UOiKC4qBcdWrOEvYmcTNShQzNQfmnPwxpHJgDlBOleq4jtZeQSDPKcV7qxwoloVMyxp6hggSovGSZeW5fGmVoj8LIPKHtpfp/IyGBUrPAN5MB0RO17qXin1fKuXIyU4yqXIBEM/P7WiY9uvUSJmSsUdBVpFHMbR3aaVV2fv8lzanmpiV3vZNN0q7X3Oua+1ivNipZX0W4gApcgQs30IAHaEILKEhYwCu8WQvr3fqwPlejBSvbOYccrK9fwtqfWQ==</latexit>

Die exit
<latexit sha1_base64="DXMuWZIK0th2L1zoCYLf2pZTVy0=">AAACEHicZVDNSsNAGPxS/2r9q3r0srQInkpSD/VY0IPHCvYH2lA22y/t0s0mZDfSEvoSveqDeBOvvoHP4QuYtEFMO7AwzHzDDuMEgittmt9GYWd3b/+geFg6Oj45PSufX3SUH4UM28wXfthzqELBJbY11wJ7QYjUcwR2nel96ndfMFTcl896HqDt0bHkLmdUJ1LvgSPBGdfDctWsmSuQbWJlpAoZWsPyz2Dks8hDqZmgSvUtM9B2TEPNmcBFaRApDCib0jH2Eyqph8qOV30X5DpRRsT1w+RJTVbq/0RMPaXmnpNcelRP1KaXin9eKecGk7niTOUKxJonv2900u6dHXMZRBolW1dyI0G0T9KZSD4/S3uqRbKStbnJNunUa9ZtzXqqV5uVbK8iXEEFbsCCBjThEVrQBgYClvAKb8bSeDc+jM/1acHIMpeQg/H1C4SinZs=</latexit>

Profile
<latexit sha1_base64="mKgw6apxgqy+O4VAEm4X7vMJWV4=">AAACD3icZVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNaBFclaQudFlw47KCfUAbymR60w6dR8hMxBL6Ed3qh7gTt36C3+EPmLRBTHtg4HDOPczh+CFn2jjOt7W1vbO7t186KB8eHZ+cVs7OO1rFEcU2VVxFPZ9o5Exi2zDDsRdGSITPsetP7zO/+4yRZko+mVmIniBjyQJGiUmlbitSAeM4rNScurOEvUncnNQgR2tY+RmMFI0FSkM50brvOqHxEhIZRjnOy4NYY0jolIyxn1JJBGovWdad21epMrIDFaVPGnup/k8kRGg9E356KYiZ6HUvE/+8csENJzPNqC4USAxLf1/rZII7L2EyjA1KuqoUxNw2ys5Wsov5l6ynnqcrueubbJJOo+7e1N3HRq1ZzfcqwSVU4RpcuIUmPEAL2kBhCgt4hTdrYb1bH9bn6nTLyjMXUID19QsyHZ12</latexit>

Curing from centre
<latexit sha1_base64="C284qwFDl9pjms2ZBblqEQIFVho=">AAACHHicZVBLawIxGMzal7WvrT32EpRCT7JrD+1R8NKjhfoAXSQbsxrMY0myRVn8K17bH9Jb6bXQ39E/0KxK6epAYJj5hgwTxoxq43nfTmFv/+DwqHhcOjk9O79wL8sdLROFSRtLJlUvRJowKkjbUMNIL1YE8ZCRbjhtZn73hShNpXg285gEHI0FjShGxkpDt9xMFBVjGCnJISbCKDJ0q17NWwHuEn9DqmCD1tD9GYwkTrhNY4a07vtebIIUKUMxI4vSINEkRniKxqRvqUCc6CBddV/AG6uMYCSVfcLAlfo/kSKu9ZyH9pIjM9HbXib+eaWcG0/mmmKdK5Aaan/f6mSihyClIk4MEXhdKUoYNBJmk8F8fpb11Au7kr+9yS7p1Gv+Xc1/qlcblc1eRXANKuAW+OAeNMAjaIE2wGAGluAVvDlL5935cD7XpwVnk7kCOThfvx+loiE=</latexit>

Curing from die-walls
<latexit sha1_base64="zBFlgVSqi4cke6bHFCKXDi8xVrw=">AAACH3icZVDNSsNAGPzib61/UfHkZWkRvFiSetBjoRePFewPtKFstpt26WY37G7UEvowveqDeBOvfQ5fwLQNYtqBhWHmG3YYP+JMG8eZW1vbO7t7+4WD4uHR8cmpfXbe0jJWhDaJ5FJ1fKwpZ4I2DTOcdiJFcehz2vbH9YXffqFKMymezSSiXoiHggWMYJNKffuyHismhihQMkQDRm9fMee6b5edirME2iRuRsqQodG3f3oDSeKQCkM41rrrOpHxEqwMI5xOi71Y0wiTMR7SbkoFDqn2kmX9KbpOlQEKpEqfMGip/k8kONR6EvrpZYjNSK97C/HPK+bcaDTRjOhcgcSw9Pe1TiZ48BImothQQVaVgpgjI9FiNZTPvy166mm6kru+ySZpVSvuXcV9qpZrpWyvAlxBCW7AhXuowSM0oAkEEpjBO3xYM+vT+rK+V6dbVpa5gBys+S9KrqNA</latexit>

Injection of fresh resin
<latexit sha1_base64="Ern3C518K1h5R1jZ65WCfRELpqY=">AAACInicZVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1Y3gJrQIrspMXeiy4EZ3FewD2qFk0kwbm0mGSUYsQ/2abvVD3Ikrwb/wB8y0gzjthYTDOfeQk+OFnClt21/W2vrG5tZ2Yae4u7d/cFg6Om4pGUeENonkMup4WFHOBG1qpjnthBHFgcdp2xvfpHr7iUaKSfGgJyF1AzwUzGcEa0P1S6d34pGSFCPpIz+iaoTMxYxUsav2fNAqcDJQgWwa/dJPbyBJHFChCcdKdR071G6CI80Ip9NiL1Y0xGSMh7RroMABVW4y/8EUnRtmgHwZmSM0mrP/HQkOlJoEntkMsB6pZS0l/7RiTg1HE8WIygVINDOvL2XS/rWbMBHGmgqyiOTHHGmJ0uJQ3v+c5lRT05Kz3MkqaNWqzmXVua9V6uWsrwKcQRkuwIErqMMtNKAJBF5gBq/wZs2sd+vD+lysrlmZ5wRyY33/As13pJE=</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="HqxDRy17bmCEhm+c6x/W/krWvIE=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpSBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STtes25rjmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6lym4g=</latexit>

x3
<latexit sha1_base64="0v8P1b880hnfVn3NmQBl6Tq/XpY=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoJbQInkpiBT0WvHisaH+gDWWz3bRLN5slu5GW0EfoVR/Em3j1IXwOX8BNG8S0AwvDzDfsMJ7kTGnb/kaFre2d3b3ifung8Oj4pHx61lZhHBHaIiEPo66HFeVM0JZmmtOujCgOPE473uQ+9TsvNFIsFM96Jqkb4JFgPiNYG+lpOqgPylW7Zi9hbRInI1XI0ByUf/rDkMQBFZpwrFTPsaV2ExxpRjidl/qxohKTCR7RnqECB1S5ybLq3Lo0ytDyw8g8oa2l+j+R4ECpWeCZywDrsVr3UvHPK+VcOZ4pRlSuQKKZ+X2tk/bv3IQJGWsqyKqSH3NLh1a6kJXPT9Oeam5WctY32STt65pTrzmPN9VGJdurCBdQgStw4BYa8ABNaAGBESzgFd7QAr2jD/S5Oi2gLHMOOaCvX6sXm4k=</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="X7x3Z3MPWNhfMTojlr7ayBZoMeI=">AAACC3icZVDNSsNAGPy2/tX6V/XoZWkRPJVEC3osePFY0f5AG8pmu2mXbnZDdiMtoY/Qqz6IN/HqQ/gcvoBJG8S0AwvDzDfsMG4guDaW9Y0KW9s7u3vF/dLB4dHxSfn0rK1VFFLWokqosOsSzQSXrGW4EawbhIz4rmAdd3Kf+p0XFmqu5LOZBczxyUhyj1NiEulpOrAH5apVs5bAm8TOSBUyNAfln/5Q0chn0lBBtO7ZVmCcmISGU8HmpX6kWUDohIxYL6GS+Ew78bLqHF8myhB7KkyeNHip/k/ExNd65rvJpU/MWK97qfjnlXJuMJ5pTnWuQGx48vtaJ+PdOTGXQWSYpKtKXiSwUThdCOfz07Snnicr2eubbJL2dc2+qdmP9Wqjku1VhAuowBXYcAsNeIAmtIDCCBbwCm9ogd7RB/pcnRZQljmHHNDXL6fNm4c=</latexit>

Initial fibre temperature
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Figure 4: Stationary fields: An overview of how the pressure, temperature, and degree-of-cure fields develop towards, inside, and after the
pultrusion die.
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Figure 5: Cross-sectional views of the pressure, temperature, and degree-of-cure fields at selected x1-locations. Parenthesised numbers
refer to locations: (4) Inlet, (5) peak temperature at the edge of the profile, and (6) die exit. Empty cross sections indicate that the given
variable is not solved for at this x1-location.
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Figure 6: Stationary profiles: An overview of how the pressure, temperature, and the degree-of-cure developed towards, inside, and after
the pultrusion die. The numbered markings refer to the (1) entrance of the simulation domain, (2) entrance to the pultrusion die, (3c/e) flow
front position in the centre/edge of the profile, (4) resin inlet, (5) peak temperature at the edge of the profile, (6) exit of the pultrusion die,
(7) exit of the simulation domain. Thi

marks the sensor locations and target temperatures of the three heaters.
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Figure 10: Responses in resin pressure, temperature, and degree-of-cure when different assumptions of the governing physics are applied.
Following the legend in the upper-right corner, ”flow-thermo-chemical” (FTC) corresponds to the full framework as presented in this paper.
”FTC (const. viscosity)” is the same framework, but with constant viscosity (µ = 1 Pa·s). In ”TC”, being a conventional coupled thermo-
chemical analysis, the resin flow relative to the fibres was neglected. Here, three different die-entrance temperatures, Ten, of the profile
were considered: 25◦C, corresponds to the inlet temperature of the resin, 55.5◦C corresponds to the initial temperature of the fibres, and
43.4◦C is a weighted average of these two limiting cases.
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Table 1: Overview of the included physics in the model.
(1)Flow simulation is only conducted inside the pultrusion die

Component Flow (p,u) Heat-transfer
(T )

Cure
(species
equation, α)

Dry fibres ×1 ×
Impregnated fibres ×1 × ×
Pultrusion die ×
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Table 2: Material and process parameters employed in the study
(1)Supplier’s material data

Cure kineticts, Appendix A.1
A0 = 22648 s−1 Pre-exponentional factor
Ea = 41275 J/mol Activation energy
HT = 275 · 103 J/kg Total heat of reaction
m,n = 0.489, 3.102 [-] Exponents

Chemorheology, Appendix A.2
µ0 = 6.944 · 10−5 Pa·s Pre-exponentional factor
Ea,M = 24274 J/mol Activation energy
αg = 0.79 [-] Degree-of-cure at gelation
a, b = 0.016, 3.094 [-] Exponents

Flow-properties of fibre-reinforcement, Appendix A.3
Vf = 0.44 [-] Volume fraction
R1,2,eq = 21.8, 20.7µm Equivalent fibre radii

Heat transfer properties(1)

ρr, ρf = 1150, 2560 kg/m3 Density
cpr, cpf = 1150, 1150 J/(kg·K) Specific heat capacity
λr, λf , λd = 0.167, 1.04, 40 W/(m·K) Heat conductivity

Process parameters, reference configuration
Upull = 0.182 m/min Pulling speed (100% speed)
pin = 10 bar Inlet pressure (absolute)
Thi = 100, 170, 140 ◦C Set-temperatures of heaters
Tif , Tin = 55, 25 ◦C Start temp. of fibres and in-

let temperature
Tamb, Tco = 23, 30 ◦C Temperature of ambient

surroundings and cooler
unit

αpen,max = 109 [-] Upper limit, penalty multip-
ier

Table 3: Overview of the estimated L2 and L∞ error norms (see Eq. (13)) between the simulation results and the experimentally measured
temperatures. ”Flow-thermo-chemical (FTC)” corresponds to the framework as presented in the paper (with variable or constant viscosity).
In ”Thermo-chemical (TC)”, the resin flow relative to the fibres was neglected. Here, Ten, reflects the assumed temperature of the profile
upon die-entrance, where 25◦C corresponds to the inlet temperature of the resin, 55.5◦C corresponds to the initial temperature of the fibres,
and 43.4◦C is a weighted average of these two limiting cases. The percentage points mark the increase or decrease in error norm compared
to the full model.

Flow-thermo-chemical (FTC) Thermo-chemical (TC)
Var. viscosity Const. viscosity Ten = 25◦C Ten = 43.4◦C Ten = 55.5◦C

Edge
Terror,L2 6.3◦C (ref.) 6.2◦C (-1.6%) 6.8◦C (7.9%) 10.8◦C (71.4%) 21.1◦C (234.9%)
Terror,L∞ 16.1◦C (ref.) 16.5◦C (2.5%) 16.5◦C (2.5%) 29.3◦C (82.0%) 51.4◦C (219.3%)

Cenre
Terror,L2 12.4◦C (ref.) 14.2◦C (14.5%) 82.3◦C (563.7%) 20.5◦C (65.3%) 17.4◦C (40.3%)
Terror,L∞ 23.0◦C (ref.) 27.9◦C (21.3%) 107.2◦C (366.1%) 37.6◦C (63.5.5%) 25.1◦C (9.1%)
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